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Abstract
This paper introduces the “Safe Instantiation Principle”, a new design criterion for evaluating
extensions of Java that support generic types. The paper initially focuses on the GJ and NextGen
formulations of Generic Java and the implications of safe instantiation for both approaches. Then
it applies the safe instantiation principle to the problem of adding mixins to Java as generic types.
Finally, it shows that the hygienic formulation of mixins is the only way to maintain safe instantiation
and type soundness in Java with mixins and to prevent the introduction of insidious bugs with no
clearly defined point of blame.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Although Java has already demonstrated clear advantages over competing mainstream
languages such as C++ [9,16], the Java platform is still in its early stages of evolution. From
the perspective of both software engineering and programming pedagogy, Java has been
saddled with a crude type system until the recent release of Java 1.5. Its most significant
failing has been the lack of support for generic types, classes parametrized by type.
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As shown in [4,8,10,14], this omission restricts the range of abstractions that programs
can express and limits the precision of static type annotation and checking. Furthermore,
as shown in [2], excluding run-time type information in Generic Java (via “type-erasure”)
compromises the advantages of adding generic types.
Some important programming abstractions cannot be expressed without run-time
generic type information. For example, it is impossible to allocate an object of type T or
cast an object to the generic type T in a generic class C<T> if generic type information
(the binding of the type variable T) has been erased. In the NextGen formulation of
Generic Java, generic type information is maintained at run-time permitting the use of
type-dependent operations like new T() or casts to type T to appear in Java programs.
We have recently extended the NextGen type system to support the use of type
parameters in any context where ordinary types may appear, including the extends clauses
of class definitions, in [3]. The extended language has been formally modeled and proven
sound, and a strategy for compatibly implementing the language on the Java Virtual
Machine (JVM) has been presented in [3]. This new language has been dubbed MixGen
because it effectively allows class definitions with parametrized parent type, language
constructs traditionally referred to as “mixins”. In the course of designing this language
extension and proving its type soundness, we formulated a new language design principle
called the Safe Instantiation Principle to ensure that the extended language would support
safe type-checking in the context of the separate compilation traditionally supported by
Java compilers. In this paper, we explain the Safe Instantiation Principle and use it to
evaluate several actual and potential extensions of Java with generic types, including GJ
(Java 1.5), NextGen, and MixGen.
2. The Safe Instantiation Principle
In order to motivate the Safe Instantiation Principle, consider a situation in which a Java
applications programmer attempts to use a generic class C<T> provided by a library that he
does not maintain. Because Java supports separate class compilation, the only constraint on
instantiating C<T> in client code is the upper bound, if any, declared for T in the definition
of C<T>. For example, the definition of a generic list class OrderedList<T> might require
the element type T to be a subtype of the interface Comparable<T>1:
class OrderedList<T extends Comparable<T>> { ... }
In the context of separate class compilation, it is impossible for a Generic Java compiler
to determine all of the instantiations of a generic class C<T> that will occur at run-time.
If a client programmer instantiates the generic class C<T> with a type argument that
satisfies the declared constraint but still generates a run-time type error,2 the client
1 In Generic Java, the distinction between the extends and implements keywords is awkward because a
type variable can be instantiated by either a class or an interface, yet the Java usage of these keywords depends
on whether a class or an interface appears as the first argument in the relation. In Generic Java, the extends
keyword is always used to specify the upper bound on a type parameter.
2 Following the tradition of the literature on type soundness, we do not consider the failure of explicit casts
included in the library source code to be run-time type errors.
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programmer is left with no recourse but to report a “bug” to the maintainer of the library.
On the other hand, if the maintainer of the library is unable to specify constraints that
guarantee the absence of run-time type errors, he is powerless to prevent the misuse
of the class C<T>. Informal documentation may help in some cases, but if the error
caused by an instantiation has no immediate symptoms, diagnosis of the problem once
it becomes manifest can be exceedingly difficult. Similar difficulties with error diagnosis
have provided some of the most powerful arguments for type safe languages, which
guarantee that all type errors are detected at compile-time.
For this reason, we propose that any language supporting generic classes and separate
compilation should adhere to the following principle:
The Safe Instantiation Principle: Instantiating a generic class with types that meet
the declared constraints on the parameters should not generate any type errors in the
library code either during program execution or the compilation of specialized code for
the instantiation.
C++ is the canonical example of a language that does not comply with the Safe
Instantiation Principle. Instantiating C++ template libraries can generate type errors when
the instantiated versions of the libraries are compiled. In the context of Java, the Safe
Instantiation Principle is a prerequisite for achieving type soundness in Generic Java.3 If a
generic type system does not enforce this principle, then the value of static type checking
is severely compromised, just as it is compromised by unreliable template expansion in
C++. Although this principle may appear unassailable, it is violated in many generic
extensions of the Java type system [5,7,8,10,14]. In fact, this principle is deceptively
difficult to adhere to in formulating generic extensions of Java. In the remainder of this
paper, we will examine three formulations of Generic Java and discuss the implications of
safe instantiation on each of them.
3. GJ, type erasure, and safe instantiation
In the GJ formulation [8] of Generic Java, which is the foundation of the generic
type system recently introduced in Java 1.5 [7], generic type information is used only
for static type checking. After type checking, all generic type information is “erased” and
therefore unavailable at run-time. This approach to implementing generic types is called
type erasure. When generic types are implemented using type erasure, type-dependent
operations such as generic casts, generic instanceof checks, and new expressions involving
“naked” type parameters, (e.g., new T(), new T[]) cannot be implemented correctly
because the essential generic type information is unavailable. These operations are either
implemented unsafely or forbidden in GJ [8] and Java 1.5 [7]. Similarly, generic exception
classes are forbidden because different instantiations are indistinguishable in catch clauses
at run-time.
3 Informally speaking, a statically typed language is type-sound if type-checked programs are guaranteed to
be free from run-time type errors. For Generic Java, this means that none of the hidden casts used to implement
generic types can fail.
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As demonstrated in [2], the lack of run-time type information in GJ significantly impairs
the expressiveness of Generic Java. However, an orthogonal problem with the GJ and
Java 1.5 compilers is that they fundamentally violate safe instantiation. Although the
compiler issues warnings when a class includes unsafe operations, the compiler generates
unsafe class files if no errors other than generic type warnings are encountered in the
compiled source code. The unsafe operations are either:
• generic type casts (e.g., (T), (T[]), (Vector<String>)) which are accepted by the
compilers but not enforced in the generated code because the requisite type information
has been erased; and
• unchecked assignments of values of ungenerified type to variables of a corresponding
generified type (e.g. assigning a value of type Vector to a variable of type
Vector<String>).
During subsequent program execution, these unsafe operations are loosely checked by
hidden casting operations inserted by the compiler. The compiler simply inserts a cast in
every source location where the erased type of an expression is not a subtype of the erased
type required by its context. But these checks may occur in a completely different part of
the program and phase of the computation than the original unsafe operation that may have
violated generic type constraints. Moreover, they are never checked if the data values in
question are not accessed. For example, the GJ and Java 1.5 compilers allow program code
to assign a Vector containing Integer elements to a variable of type Vector<String>;
the compiler only generates a warning message. This type error is not reliably detected at
run-time because no run-time checking is performed until (and unless) individual elements
are extracted from the Vector<String> when they are cast to type String. This lack of
type safety means that the declared generic types of expressions are not necessarily correct
when Generic Java code executes.
Consider the following definition of the class Unsafe<T> defining the method coerce
that ostensibly takes a non-generic Vector v as input and returns the corresponding
Vector<T> provided that v only contains elements of type T. If v violates this contraint
then coerce throws a ClassCastException.
import java.util.Vector;
class Unsafe<T> {
Vector<T> coerce (Vector v) {
Vector<T> result = new Vector<T>();
for (int i = 0; i < v.size(); i++) {
result.add((T) v.get(i));
}
return result;
}
}
The Java 1.5 compiler accepts this program with a single warning stating that the cast
to type T in the body of the for loop is unchecked. But the program does not behave as
described above because the cast to type T is ignored in the generated code. The following
client program
import java.util.Vector;
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class Client {
public static void main(String[] args) {
Unsafe<String> u = new Unsafe<String>();
Vector<Integer> v1 = new Vector<Integer>();
v1.add(1);
v1.add(2);
Vector<String> v2 = u.coerce(v1);
System.out.println(v2);
System.out.println("The first element of v2 is: " + v2.get(0));
}
}
compiles with no warnings. When the main method of Client is executed, it prints
[1, 2]
and then aborts execution reporting
Exception in thread "main" java.lang.ClassCastException}: java.lang.Integer
The concatenation
"The first element of v2 is: " + v2.get(0)
fails because the compiler inserts a hidden cast to String around the expression v2.get(0).
The method call u.coerce(v1) returns a vector with elements of incorrect type because the
compiled code omits the specified cast to type T on each element of the result. As a result,
this type error is not detected until the Client class uses an element of v2 in a context that
requires a String. Unfortunately, the aborting error message does not even mention that
the failed cast was to the type String.
In principle, the GJ and Java 1.5 compilers could solve this type soundness problem by
simply prohibiting all unsafe operations, but the compilers do not impose this restriction
for two reasons. First, in our experience writing GJ and Java 1.5 code, the occasional use of
unsafe operations is impossible to avoid. In some cases, the only way to work around the
restrictions on expressiveness imposed by type erasure is to use unchecked operations. For
example, there are situations where a Generic Java expression must be cast to type T where
T is a type parameter. This form of casting operation appears several times in the code base
of DrJava [12], an open source pedagogic programming environment with an embedded
interpreter that we have developed in Generic Java. Even the early access version of the
Java 1.5 compiler [15] included this form of unchecked operation for several iterations
until a significant refactoring worked around the problem [6].
The second reason why GJ accepts unsafe generic operations is to permit interoperation
between generified and ungenerified code. This issue is particularly acute in Java
1.5 because the Java core libraries have only been partially generified. Some library
interfaces have been fully converted to use generic types, some have been partially
converted, and some have not been converted at all. For example, the class Class
has been generified to the form Class<T> in Java 1.5, but many library methods—
including getInterfaces in class Class—still refer to the raw type Class. Similarly,
the methods children(), breadthFirstEnumeration(), and depthFirstEnumeration()
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in the class DefaultMutableTreeNode4 have return type Enumeration rather than
Enumeration<MutableTreeNode>—even though the static field EMPTY_ENUMERATION of the
same class has type Enumeration<TreeNode> (MutableTreeNode is a subtype of TreeNode).
In summary, the brittleness of the GJ and Java 1.5 type systems forces the occasional
use of unsafe operations in pure generic code. In generic code that interoperates with
ungenerified or partially generified code, the same brittleness forces the frequent use of
unsafe operations. GJ and Java 1.5 cannot smoothly combine computations involving
generic and non-generic versions of the same class without sacrificing type safety because
type erasure prevents them from distinguishing generified and ungenerifed data at run-
time. If a generic class C<T> contains unsafe operations, instantiations of the class may fail
in client programs when compiler-generated casts (invisible in the program source code)
fail. A client programmer has no guarantee that the instantiation of an unsafe generic class
will not result in a run-time type error (a ClassCastException for a cast inserted by the
compiler) that does not correspond to a cast or throw operation in the source code. The
failed hidden cast may even be located in client code.
4. NextGen and safe instantiation
NextGen is an alternate design for adding generic types to Java orginally proposed by
Cartwright and Steele [10,4] that retains generic type information at run-time. In NextGen,
generic types are essentially first class; generic types including raw type parameters can
be used anywhere that class types can with one exception: raw type parameters may
not be used as superclasses or superinterfaces in class definitions.5 Prototpe NextGen
compilers have been implemented as extensions to the GJ and Java 1.5 compilers [4];
they generate code that is fully compatible with existing JVMs and similar in performance
to their forbears. The forthcoming generics facility for the .NET framework uses a similar
approach but relies on modifications to the .NET virtual machine [13].
The key issue with NextGen involving safe instantiation is supporting new expressions
involving “raw” type parameters. NextGen allows new operations on type parameters, but
if their use is not restricted, a matching constructor for a new expression might not exist. In
addition, unless every instantiation of a type parameter is concrete, a new operation might
be attempted on an abstract class.
In principle, we could maintain safe instantiation by
• restricting new operations on naked type variables to call zero-ary constructors (the
convention in .NET);
• checking that every instantiation of a type parameter corresponding to a new T()
operation is concrete; and
• checking that every actual class bound to a type parameter corresponding to a new T()
operation includes a zero-ary constructor.
4 In package javax.swing.tree.
5 Allowing use of raw type parameters as superclasses enables Generic Java to define mixins; this
generalization of NextGen is explored in the MixGen extension of NextGen [3].
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However, these restrictions significantly reduce the expressiveness of NextGen.
To address these problems, we can augment the constraints on type parameters to
include with clauses, in which we specify the constructors required by each type parameter.
The notion of with clauses for Generic Java was introduced in [1] and was formally
modeled in [3]. By specifying a with clause on a type parameter, instantiations of
the parameter that do not meet the constraints of the with clause are prevented. For
example, suppose we define an abstract generic class Sequence<T>, denoting sequences
with elements of type T. Then we would like to define a factory method newSequence(int
n) in class Sequence<T> that produces a new sequence containing n default elements of
type T. Naturally, the method newSequence will have to construct new elements of type T.
We can use a with clause to specify a legal constructor to call as follows:
abstract class Sequence<T with T()> {
public static Sequence<T> newSequence(int n) {
if (n == 0) return new EmptySequence<T>();
else return Sequence<T>.newSequence(n - 1).cons(new T());
}
public Sequence<T> cons(T next) {
return new ConsSequence<T>(next, this);
}
/** @pre n >= 0 */
public abstract T getNth(int n);
/** Non-destructive sequence update. @pre n >= 0 */
public abstract void setNth(int n, T elt);
}
Unlike GJ, NextGen defines static members to be within the scope of class-level
type parameters, preventing us from having to declare newSequence as a polymorphic
method with <T> as a method-level type parameter. We also define a concrete subclass
EmptySequence<T> denoting empty sequences. (For the sake of brevity, we choose not to
define class EmptySequence as a singleton).
class EmptySequence<T with T()> extends Sequence<T> {
/** @pre n >= 0 */
public T getNth(int n) {
throw new RuntimeException("Sequence access out of bounds.");
}
/** @pre n >= 0 */
public void setNth(int n, T elt) {
throw new RuntimeException("Sequence access out of bounds.");
}
}
We also define a subclass ConsSequence<T> for non-empty sequences:
class ConsSequence<T with T()> extends Sequence<T> {
private T first;
private Sequence<T> rest;
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public ConsSequence(T first, Sequence<T> rest) {
this.first = first;
this.rest = rest;
}
public T getFirst() { return first; }
public Sequence<T> getRest() { return rest; }
/** @pre n >= 0 */
public T getNth(int n) {
if (n == 0) return first;
else return rest.getNth(n - 1);
}
/** @pre n >= 0 */
public void setNth(int n, T elt) {
if (n == 0) return new ConsSequence<T>(elt, rest);
else return new ConsSequence<T>(first, rest.setNth(n - 1, elt));
}
}
The with clause on type parameter T in class Sequence<T> requires that every
instantiation of T include a zero-ary constructor, preventing instantiations such as,
e.g., Sequence<Integer>, but allowing instantiations such as Sequence<String> or
(because of the zero-ary constructor implicitly defined in class EmptySequence),
Sequence<EmptySequence<String>>. Notice that a separate generic class may legally
instantiate these type parameters with type parameters of its own. For example, we could
write a SequenceBox class as follows:
class SequenceBox<R with R()> {
Sequence<R> value;
SequenceBox() { this.value = new EmptySequence<R>(); }
SequenceBox(Sequence<R> value) { this.value = value; }
public R getNth(int n) { return value.getNth(n); }
public Sequence<R> getSequence() { return value; }
/** Destructive update. @pre n >= 0 */
public void setNth(int n, R elt) { value = value.setNth(n,elt); }
}
In this example, the instantiation of type parameter T in class Sequence with type
parameter R in SequenceBox succeeds because the constructors specified in the with clause
of R contain those specified in the with clause of T. Because of separate class compilation,
we have no information other than the with clause of R to ensure that instantiation
Sequence<R> is safe. But the inclusion of with clauses allows us to now write instantiations
such as SequenceBox<String> and SequenceBox<SequenceBox<String>> safely.
The other potential difficulty with new expressions in NextGen is the possibility of
instantiating type parameters with abstract classes. Fortunately, with clauses allow us
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to escape this problem easily. Because the only purpose of with clauses in NextGen
is to support new operations, we can require without loss of expressiveness that every
instantiation of a type parameter that includes a with clause must be concrete, guaranteeing
safe instantiation. For example, the instantiation Sequence<Sequence<String>> in the
above example is statically forbidden. Unfortunately, once we extend NextGen to MixGen,
this simple solution is no longer sufficient.
5. MixGen and safe instantiation
In the MixGen extension to Generic Java, naked type parameters can appear in any
context where an ordinary type can occur, including the extends clause of a class
definition.6 As explained in [3], the ramifications of this seemingly benign extension are
far-reaching in terms of analysis, design, and compatible implementation on the JVM.
There have been many proposals to extend Java with mixins, either through generic types,
as in MixGen, or as a separate language feature. For example, Jam is an extension to Java
1.0 that includes a form of mixin [5].
Any extension of Java with support for mixins, either through generic types or as
a separate language feature, must address several implications for safe instantiation. In
particular, the following three threats arise:
1. The instantiation of a superclass might not contain a constructor matching the signature
of a superconstructor call in a mixin constructor.
2. A concrete mixin’s parent might be instantiated with an abstract superclass, and an
inherited abstract method that is not overridden might be invoked on the mixin. The
same problem can also arise in the context of an abstract mixin, because the compiler
must check that every abstract method of an abstract mixin instantiation is defined in its
concrete extensions. If there are no statically enforced constraints on what methods can
be abstract in the mixin superclass, the compiler cannot perform this check.
3. A mixin might “accidentally” override a method inherited from an instantiation of its
superclass, and the overridden method might contain an incompatible type signature.
In MixGen, the first two problems are handled by with clauses, just as the two analogous
problems are handled in NextGen. However, one complication in the case of MixGen is
that we allow instantiated superclasses of concrete mixins to be abstract. Because we still
need to call superconstructors in the constructor definitions of mixins, we need to specify
valid constructor signatures in the with clauses of parametric parent types, and therefore
we cannot require the instantiation of every type parameter including a with clause to
be concrete. But then the instantiation of a type parameter with an abstract class might
match all of the constructors specified in the with clause and still cause an error because
an inherited abstract method has been left undefined (not overridden). In our MixGen
implementation architecture, this would be manifested as a class loader failure: the mixin
instantiation class claims be concrete but fails to define an abstract method in its superclass.
6 Naked type parameters are not allowed in the implements clause of a class definition because the notion
is not semantically sensible.
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To solve this problem, we must extend with clauses so that they specify the abstract
methods allowed in a type parameter instantiation in addition to giving the mandated
constructors. Of course, this additional information is only required for type parameters
that are used as superclasses in mixin definitions. Note that this extension of with clauses
maintains upward compatibility with NextGen; a type parameter T with potential abstract
methods can be bound to an abstract class and hence cannot be used in naked new operations
of the form new T(...).
For example, we define a generic mixin ScrollPane<T> that can extend any subtype of
an abstract class Pane. We allow a superclass to declare an abstract method scroll that is
overridden in ScrollPane as follows:
class ScrollPane<T with {T(), abstract scroll()}> extends T {
public ScrollPane() { super(); ... }
public void scroll() {...}
...
}
Then every instantiation of the parent type of ScrollPane must include a zero-ary
constructor, and must not include abstract methods other than scroll(). The instantiation
of a type parameter that includes a with clause must not include abstract methods not
specified in the with clause. If there is no with clause, the type parameter cannot occur as
the parent type of a class, so we can safely allow it to be instantiated with an abstract class.
The third problem for mixins is more subtle. Because the programmer defining a mixin
does not know all of the instantiations of the mixin’s parent that will exist at run-time,
there is no way that he can know exactly what methods will be inherited at run-time.
Therefore, there is no way he can prevent the possibility of “accidentally overriding” an
inherited method. This problem was first discussed in [11], where accidental overriding
was presented as undesirable phenomenon in the context of component-based software
engineering; a programmer should never override the functionality of a class unless he
intends to do so. But accidental overriding is also undesirable for a more fundamental
reason: it is intrinsically incompatible with both type soundness and safe instantiation.
To see why, one only needs to consider that if an accidentally overridden method is
invoked on a mixin instantiation, the return type of the method might be incompatible
with the return type in the static type of the receiver, breaking preservation of types under
subject reduction and violating safe instantiation. Furthermore, in Generic Java, separate
class compilation and the possibility of instantiating type parameters with yet other type
parameters eliminates any hope of statically detecting all such overrides.
The original solution to accidental overriding was developed by Felleisen et al.
in the context of a dynamically typed pedagogic language called MixedJava. They
introduced “hygienic mixins” [11], which prevent accidental overriding by allowing a
mixin instantiation to contain multiple methods of the same name. Method applications
are resolved by context. Hygienic mixins have been criticized by Ancona, Lagorio, and
Zucca—the designers of Jam—who assert that it leads to “ambiguity problems typical
of multiple inheritance” [5]. As a result, hygienic mixins are not supported in the Jam
language. If an accidental overriding occurs in which the signatures of the methods are
incompatible, the program is rejected by the type checker. More seriously, if the type
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signatures of the methods accidentally match, the inherited method will be overridden
without signaling an error, accidentally breaking the behavior of the superclass. We believe
that both of these problems are incompatible with the construction of reliable large-scale
software systems.
In the context of MixGen, where mixins are simply a form of generic class and all
code is strictly type-checked, method resolution in the context of multiple methods of the
same name is simply determined by the type of the receiver. In practice, multiple methods
with the same name rarely occur in a class except in situations where the duplication
is coincidental and the meaning of all method invocations is obvious. Because hygienic
mixins are a necessary condition for safe instantiation, we believe they are an essential
feature of any production extension of Java with mixins. Fortunately, as we explain in [3],
hygienic mixins can be implemented compatibly on the existing JVM with little overhead,
making them an attractive candidate for an extension of Java.
6. Conclusion
As the preceding case studies have shown, adhering to the Safe Instantiation Principle
when formulating a generic extension of Java is deceptively difficult. Nevertheless, we
believe that adherence to this principle is necessary to ensure that generic types will help to
improve the robustness and reliability of Java programs. We believe that the considerations
presented here can be of use to other designers constructing object-oriented type systems
that include generics. In particular, we believe that this principle can provide valuable
guidance in future extensions of Java that support first-class generic types.
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